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Strong start to KAI’s Aboriginal employment
Former MG land and water ranger Stephen
Davies now works with KAI.
(Picture: Guy McLean)

The company clearing land on the
recent Ord Stage 2 expansion
site has made an encouraging
start to building a local Aboriginal
workforce in Kununurra.
Kimberley Agricultural
Investments, the Chinese-owned
company named as the
government’s preferred option to
develop and farm the new Ord
lands earlier this year, already
boasts a workforce consisting of
more than 60 per cent Aboriginal
employees.
MG Corporation Chairperson Ms
Edna O’Malley said KAI had
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they’re doing out there on the
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outcomes through employment
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opportunities.
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MG Corporation board expands to bring the skills of
Ted Hall Jnr and Des Hill to the decision making table
MG Corporation now has a full

elected to the two vacant MG

businessman with family links to the

contingent of five MG directors on
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Radio.
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There were emotional
goodbyes and even the odd
tear as MG Corporation
directors, members and
staff said farewell to popular
long-serving staff member
Kelly Edwards earlier this
month.
Kelly spent more than two
years at MG Corporation,
working as company
secretary during a period of
great transition.
MG Corporation
Chairperson Ms Edna
O’Malley thanked Kelly for
her dedicated service and
wished her well during her
new role working at Jabiru

MG leaders say “No” to domestic violence

in the Northern Territory
alongside traditional owners

MG Corporation shared a leading

violence also shared her

of Kakadu National Park.

role in raising awareness about the

experience with those present. A
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need to stamp out domestic

tree was planted in memory.
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violence in the East Kimberley.

Helen Gerrard, who is a prominent
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Hundreds rallied at White Gum

member of organisers GY
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